
610BD Price printer scale 
   ACS-series electronic price printer scale. It uses advanced single-chip high-speed computing 

technology.The scale with highly converter, loadcell and display. Complete functions, stable and 

reliable performance. Equipped with a rechargeable battery, which can be used conveniently 

even when there is no AC power.The scale has the advantages of accurate measurement, 

sensitive, complete function, simple operation, convenient maintenance, etc. automatic 

dormancy and energy saving, small ticket printing, low voltage alarm, money change, etc. It can 

be widely used in commercial and other industries. 

Main technical parameters  

1. Precision: 1/3000F.S 

2.Power consumptiom:<1W, Energy saving state<0.1W 

3.Overload:over0.3% max weight will be automatic overload alarm. 

4.Voltage:AC220V(-10%~+10%) 50Hz 

5.Use environment: temperature0~+40℃  humidity<85%RH 

6.[Amount]window show max amount”9999.99”, [unit price] window show max “999.99”. 

7.Platter size:35*26cm 

8. Implementation standards: GB/T7722-2005 

Main function 

1. Tare, Zero,Amount,Delete, ticket printing and set. 26 unit price input and save,display light 

Adjustment,charge function. 

2. Automatic sleep energy saving 

3. Automatic energy saving 

4. Function information tips, overload and undervoltage alarm 

Instructions  

Place the scale on a stable and strong platform, Adjust horizontal position, open scale. waiting for 

the scale Self-checking ok. All window shows 0.00, Zero light.  

key operation  

Tare: Press[Tare], weight window shows zero then tare light.  

Zero: Weight is less than 3% of full scale,Press[Zero], weight shows zero then zero light. 

Unit price and products name setting:press”store” into unit price setting. Enter unit price, press 

“Tare” into unit price setting,press “Tare’ into products setting.enter the products name then 

press tare. enter finish, Press the corresponding unit price key to save. 

Set time and phone number: Press Phone/time,into phone/time,press set button into 

phone/time setting, enter phone/time,press”set” to keep and exit.           

ADD and Delete:when weight and enter unit price,press[ADD],unit price window show “ADD”and 

times of ADD.weighing window shows non-zero,press[ADD]again without any function.when the 

weight window in zero,press[ADD] Amount window shows total amount. Press [ADD]again,Delete 

total amount. 

Light: Can be open or close the light of the window. 




